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Lecture by A. BetZ, @ttingen.
Through the intensive study of all technioal aviation prob-
during the war, the most important airplane parts, especi-
the wing, were so thoroughly tested as to create the im-
pression that no further substantial improvement was possible.
The characteristics of the different wing sections were suffici-
ently known to enable one to seleot the most suitable section
* for almost any purpose.
. Then the discovexy by Lachmann and Handley-page suddenly re-
vealed entirely new possibilities and the wing section again be-
came a rich field of problems. AS probably you all know, this
discovery consisted in making one or more slots in the wing sec-
. tiOll (Fig. 1).
higher angles
The lift-drag
In this way it is possible to use ,tilewing at ‘ ~
of attack and thus considerably increase the lift.
ratio, however, seems to be no better in general
than for ordinary wing sections. The advantage lies principally
in the ability to vary the coefficient of lift, and hence the
speed, within considerably wider limits. Hereby, the difficul-
ties of taking off and landing are diminished and greater flight
* Reprint from !tBerichteund Abhandlungen der ~issenschaftlichen
.
GesellschL%ft ftirLuftfahrt11(~upplement to Ilzeitschzift ftirFlug-
technik und Motorluftschiffahrtl?), No. 6, January, 1922.
.
speeds made possible. our knowledge of the behavior of &ch
slotted wings under the most diverse conditions is, unfoit&te-
ly, very limited, and there is still much work to do before we
shall have carried our investigations so far as to be able to
choose,‘from’themany possible modifications, the one best adapt-
ed for “anygiven purpose.
The question of the most practical importance is what must
be done in order tlaatwith an ai~lane we can obtain the best
possible lift-drag ratio if the lift-coefficient is low and, in
addition, be able to reach by easily made changes, a considerably
higher inefficient of lift, where the lift-drag ratio does not
l need to be especially good. The former condition would be used
in ordi-y horizontal flight and the latter in taking off or in
landing. The purely experimental solution of all the problems
connected with these new wing sections is rendered very difficult
by the large number of possible modifications. The most diverse
cross-seotionsmay be given the oomponent parts of the wing and
their relative size may be varied, thus bringing the slot “nearer
either the leading or trailing edge. wrthermore, the relative
position of the parts and the width of the intervening slot may
be varied. Lastly, there is the possibility of varying the n~-
ber of the component wing-parts lqrthe introduction of one Or more
slots. Although, for structural reasons, many forms do not come
into
Q em
practical consideration, the number of possibilities is still
large.
The eqerimental work mill be considerably simplified and
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rendered more productive of results, if we succeed in obtaining
at lea@ an approximate
hbmev&, far from being
nation of the p~eno~ena
idea of what takes p~ace. We are still,
able to give a complete theoretical expl~
of slotted wing~. Nevertheless, we can
contribute something toward the explanation of the unusual in-
crease of the li,ftcoefficient. I do not wish, however, to create
the impression that what I am
rather to bring the matter up
still other viewpoints may be
fy the problem.
about to say is conclusi.ye. I wiih
for discussion, in the nope that
presented, which will help to clari-
we must
with a given
ed at will.
.
first consider the question as to how it happens that,
wing section, the lift coefficient cannot be inczea~
In order to answer this fundamental.question, we fist :
consider more carefully the pro~ess by which lift is generated.
It is known that lift is produced by the greater velocity,’and
consequently stiller presi3ure,of the air on the upper side of
the wing, than”on the lower (Fig. 2). This difference ‘mustvanish
at the trailing edge, around which the pressures can become equal-
ized. The difficulty lies in the fact that a strong suction must
be generated on the upper side, only to vanish again at the trail-
ing edge. From the point of least pressure on, the kinetic energy
of the air must therefore be transformed into pressure by a g?adu-
al inorease in the cross-section of the tubes of flow. There ‘
accordingly takes place, on the reap portion of the upper side,
1.
a phenomenon very similar to the flow through a widening tube,
.
.r
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Now, it is known that suoh a flow, in which kinetic energy
.
is transformed into pressure> zerkins stable only for a vezy ~:ad~ :
ual increase in the sjze of the cross-section. If the diameter
increas5’5”toorapidly> the air does Lot continue to flow smoothly -
along the wall, but separates from it and goes its own way, as a
free jet, and the increased pressure is not obtained. If we in-
crease the angle of attack of an airplane, the cross-sections of
the tubes of flow on the suction-side are increased; and if a cer- ~,
tain figure is exceeded, the air no longer flows along the upper “
surface of the wing, but is torn off, as it is expressed. This
phenomenon is shown by pigs. 3 and 4. (The photographs were made
. by Dr, Heis and published in prof. prand.tllsreport”on the tittin-
l
gen Aerodynamic -borahozy, in the year BOOk of the Air Traffic,
Association, 192.2-1913.)The first picture shows a wing having a
normal angle of atta~k. The flow confozrnsquite well to the top .
of the wing and is not seriously affected by the small vortices
which oovez the wing. with Iar”gerwings and greater velocities,
the
the
the
vortices are probably stiSl smaller. The second pi~%ure shows .
:/
same wing at a somewhat greater a.ng?.eof attack> in which case l
fluid no longer follows the top of the wing.
Involuntarily we now ask how it happens that the air does not
,,
separate on even a moderate increase in the diameter of the cross-
section, The explanation lies”in the viscosity of the air or; in 3
l most oases, more correctly, in an apparent viscosity, whieh~ in
turbulent phenomena, is conditioned by the turbulence itself. The
.
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case may be pictured qualitatively as follows: The fluid has a
ter.dei~cy,on account of its inertia, ic flow straight ahead, in-
stead of following the curved surface> but then there must exist,
between it and the surface of the wing, a quiet or m eddying
ndead-watern region, This ~ldeadWa.terlis now carzied along by
friction (or the effect of viscosity) and must be constantly re-
placed (Fig. 4). NOW, when the viscosity is so great that, in a
given time, more fluid is carried away than can flow in,
!rdetiwateru disappears and t-heflow follows the W“faOe
wing
lift
.
(Fig. 3). -
suoh me the general outlines of the
and whi-ohalso limit its magnitude.
the “
of the
phenomena which produce
Unfortunately these phe-
nomena cannot be treated q~atitatively by theoretical methods.
l
We mu.s’therefore content ourselves with qualitative’illustrw- :,.
tiofisand will now endeavor to explain, on this basis, the a&ion
“ of tb-eslotted wing.
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that there is O*
ly one siot. Such a wing section may be imagined as a biplane
with a very great positive staggez and a very small distance be-
tween the wings. Some justification for this conception proceeds
from the fact that, even with an ordinary biplane, the maximum
lift is increased by a positive stagger. According to biplane
measurements published by myself in the fourth volume of llZeit-
schrift ffir
.
CL without
Flugtechnik
stagger was
und ~otorluftschiffahrt,!!the maximum
100, with a positive stagger of 30° it
.
l
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was 110 and for one wing alone it was 106. similar results were
also obtained in England [Technical Report of the Advisozy commit-
tee for Aeronautics, 1915-16, Rep. 196, Sect. II). Though the “~‘-
differences are not great, they would evidently be greater, if
the stagger were increased and the interval between the wings di-
minished.
We will first consider only the front wing and discuss how
its characteristics are affected by the rear wing. FrOM the theo-
ry of the biplane, we know that the flow is here obliquely upward.
This affects the lift-drag ratiOj but not the maximum coefficient
of lifts which here alone interests us. We also know that, at
this point, the flow forms a curve with the concave side up? This
. has about the same effect as increasing the wing camber. By i=
. creasi&g the latter, the maximum lift may actually be increased$
though only to a very limited degree and at the e~ense of the
lift-drag ratio. The rear wing is similarly affected by the cur-
- vature effect. It may therefore be assumed that the influence of
the curvature of the flow plays a role of some importance with a
given wing section.with a moderately large camber, but nothing
further is thereby gained than would be @ned by a larger camber.
The extraordinarily large increase in the maximum lift cannot
.
therefore be thus explained.
The following consideration may be of more importance. The
front wing lies in a region-of increased velocity. NOW, since the
force of the air is proportional to the square of the velocity, it
.
.
.,
.
L
l
.
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is evident that the lift on the front
bly increased. This argumeni has but
the reverse is true of the rear wing,
wing is tnereby considera-
one exception, nemeiy, tiat
so that for the combination
of the two wings the two effects neutralize eaoh other. In cal-
culating the relations for an uastaggered biplane, we even obtain
a smaller maximum lift than for the two wings alone and this re-
sult is oonfirmed by eqeriments. The relations are, however,
somewhat changed by staggering. we must go into this more thor-
oughly:
we will first consider the sxrangement with two wings of
about the same size in whioh the relations stand out,the clearest.
The front wing, taken alone, would have a pressure distribution
somewhat as shown by the fine line on the left of Fi& 5. NOW,
if we bring the rear wing, whioh has about the same pre8sure dis-
tributionby itsel~, into proximfty with the fro& wing, the “
trailing edge of the latter will 3,iein a region of great veloci-
ty, and corres~ondingly small pcessure, produoed by the rear wing.
The leading edge of the front wing, on account of its greater dis-
tance from the rear wing, lies in”tir that is much less disturbed
and consequently in a region of nearly normal pressure. The lead-
ing edge of the front wing is, accordingly, not much etfected by
the pressme ofithe ’rearwing, while the pressure on the trailing
edge of the front wing is diminished. We will therefoze obtain,
for the front wing, a lift distribution corresponding sonemh&t to
the dash ourve in Fig. 5.
-8-
Through this modification of the pzessure curve, the pressure
increase on the suction (upper) side becomes much flatter. On
the other hand we know that the limit of the lift is determined
~ the steepness of the pressure curve. It is therefore evident
that we may
inclination
(heavy line
everywhere,
now further increase the angle of attack, until the
of the pressure curve again reaches its limit value
in Fig. 5), Since the velocity has beoame greater
the pressbe curve may climb steeper than before.
As is obvious, the lift, mhioh is represented by the area in-
closed by this curve, has become considerably greater.
..
Let us now turn ’ourattention to the rear wing. Here we find
. corresponding phenomena. The front wing produces on the leading
b edge of the rear wing a deorease in velooity and a consequent de-
crease in the pressure diminution or suction. The trailing edge
remains practically unaffected. Thus we obtain here, near the
leading edge smd mainly On top, an increase in pressure. The
stiong suction (or negative pressure) is di.min%shed,so that here :
also there is a flatter pressure increase, as shown by the dash
line. By increasing the angle of attack, we return approximately
to the original curve, while the lift of the rear wing remains
practically unchanged. Hence, in this combination, the two wings
produce a greater maximum lift than when separate, the gain being
principally on the front wing.
. The phenomena described will perhaps be more intelligible, ifb,
.
we take fos comparison the perfectly analogous phenomena of a sim-
..
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ple and a compound Venturi tubei” Fig. 6 shows a double Venturi
tube, such as is often used on airplanes for measuring air speed.
Xf we first imagine the small ir.sidetube removed, we have a sim-
‘pieVenturi tube. The air flows througk the constricted section
with increased velocity and correspondingly diminished
In the diverging cone behind it, the kinetio energY i=
largely transformed into pressure, so that at the rear
pressure.
again
end, the
extexnal and internal pressures are again equal. Exactly the
same causes which limit the lift in a wing, here make it imPossi-
ble.to obtain, by narrowing the throat, a pressure diminution of
any desired value. In this ease, however, it has long been known
how to increase the suction by a suitable combination of tubes.
.
Such an instrument is shown in the figure. The exit of the inner
c.,
tube is at the yoint where a diminished pressure is alre@Y PrO-
duced by the outer tube. .The latter now forms’the starting point
for the further pressure diminution in the inner ttibe,just as in
the case of the front part of the slotted wing section, whioh we
have already considered.
We assumed in our discussion that the two parts of the wing
were of about the “samesize. In practice, however, the frontpart
is usually much narrower than the .rear.part. Our assumption that
the pressures on the leading edge of the front part were not not-
iceably affected by the rear part, no longer holds true. Here the
whole of the front section lies in a field of increased velocity
.
> and iE thus able tO produce a greater lift, since the lift is prO-
.
.-1o-
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portional to the square of the ‘~eloe~ty. FOr the 28- section,
however, our previous remarks hold good. The distuiband~:due to
the frent section is felt principally on the leading edge, Which
therefore has approximately its normal lift. Accordingly, me.even
here obtain inmeased lift for the whole combination.
That the aot=l pressure distribution is ~proximately as de-
scribed, follows from the data published
neeringl~,March 4, 1921. These data are
small angles of attaok~ the rear section
by Handley-page in l’Engi-
given in Fig. 7. For
shows about normal lift
distribution. The auxiliary wing in front gives only a small lift,
- since its.angle of attack Is mimh too small. .only from-12° up%
does the lift of the auxiliary wing show any considerable increase,
.
while the pressure distribution ef the main wing remains almost
. the same. The inozeased suction on the trailing edge of the aux-
iliary wing is’&lso evident. At about 20°, the flow separate:
from the main wing and the lift of the a&iliary wing d~intshes.
The above conception of “thephenomena renders the occurrence
of an increased lift coefficient somewhat more comprehensible and
even offers the prospect of making it possible to compute the re-
. lations. On the other hand, the following consideration may be
.-
presented. If the slot is continuously narrowed, the arguments
pointing to a higher maximum lift continue to hold good, but the
phenomena vaaish when the slot is closed altogether. This was to
to be expected from the first, since the wing is transformed by
b
k closing the slot into one of a practically normal shape. In any
.
levent, a slot of a cer~ain minimum width is essential. Since the
theory jtistpresented, says nothing about this, the phenomena
must also be considered from a different standpoint.
In explaining the phenomena of lift production, I called at-
tention to the fact that the clinging of the air stream to, or its
separation from, the upper surfaoe of the wing depends on whether
the dead air is carried oyf fast enough. Ehen we cunsider this
phenomenon on-the rear section of a slotted wing, it is obvious
that the work (which may be called pump-work or suction) must be
performed at the expense of the kinetic energy of the thin air
‘streamflowing through the slot. If the latter is made too narrow,
the ribbon of air finally becomes so thin that its kinetio ener~”
l
no longer holds out to the trailing edge of the rear section, but
s
is, itself, transformed into dead air by mixing with the dead air
above and below it. When considered from this standpoint.,the-
phenomena of the slotted wing appear in quite another light. we
c= now think of this wing seoticn as an entity, derived from an
ordinary wing section by connecting its upper and lower surfaces
by siots, whioh iS, in faot~ the conventional conception. The
slots convey new energy to the margin& layer of air retarded by
friction on top of the wing, thereby increasing its velooity and
thus preventing the accumulation of dead air. The air stream
flowing out of the slot acts like the jet from a syringe and rein-
forces the air stream on top cf the wing in carrying away the dead
.
air. Since the production of lift depends on the efficiency of .
.
,,’
l
e’
*
.
this pump-wozk and tke maximum lift is conditioned by the limited
possibility of carrying off the dead air, it is apparent that any
increase in the
we are now
the.right one.
since they both
WW?ing efficiency-increases the maximumlift.
ificlinedto ask which of these two theories is
The answer is that both are equally correct,
explain the same phenomena, but from different
standpoints. We should rather ask which viewpoint is the more
practical. To this question I would reply that me have use for
both, tiocordingto what we wish to learn. The conception of the
slotted wing as a biplane whose wings mutually influence each
.
other has the”advantage “ofenabling computation to a certain ex-
tent. With its help,”we may su”cceedin constructing form~as
Which will enable the determination, in some measure, of the quan-
titative ralations. The second viewpoint is essential, when it’
is desired to form an idea of the requisite width of the slot.
I would add a word of warning against too great optimism. The re-
.,
lations are much more complicated here, than, for example, in tlie
theory of the monoplaqe or biplane. ~ch work must still be done,
before these th&ories are developed into practical rules. With . <
the limited means now available, much time will be required for ‘
this work. The immediate l%sk is to detezmine whether the theo-
ries just presented really explain the essential features of the
phenomena, ok whether other circumstances of decisive influence
will oome in. This oannot be’”conclusively deteqined from the ex-
perimental data now available. If the theory, ”however, agrees
. .
,
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With tkefaots, thi8 is already a great gain, eren though we do
not succeed in wGrking out convenient computation..formlas. We
then know, at least, what the essentials are”for o-~tainingthe
right shapes and oam th-& save ourselves much useless work.
,. Translated by the National Advisory eoti~t- for Aeron@iCs~
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Cc Fig.2. (a) Y1OW about a ,wing 6ection.
Fig.1. Polars of = ordinary “
wing and of two slotted
wings.
(b) Corresponding
pressurs dis–
tribution.
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. Fig.3. I?1OWabout a wing section at
an angle of attack of 8°.
.——
Fig.4. F’~OW @GUt a wing sec-tio at
an angie of attack of 298.
k.
Fig.5. Change in pressure
distribution clueto mutual
influence of both wLng sec–
tions. 1. Undisturbed pres-
sure distribution (fine
line). 2. Disturbed pres-
sure distribution with un-
I
.—-— - — - — -
P“’J””=J 4-,, I
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Fig.6. Double Venturi tube’with
cbrtespond.ingpressure dist.ribu-
changed angle of attack
(dash line).
;E
:R
2.0’ I
tire. (pressure in outer tube,
plain; in inner tube,daahed. )
3. pressure distribution with
Increased eagle of attack,
(heavy line)~ For rear Wing
curveg 1 and 3 coincide.
, I .L-
Fig.7. Measured pressure distributions
in a slotted wing.
